Big Data Analytics Services

Journey through the five stages of big data adoption

Becoming a mature, data-driven organization

1. Naive

A panning data analytics environment with a low awareness of big data value

Milestones to achieve

- Familiarize yourself with big data
- Identify opportunities in your organization

How to get there

- Understand the value of big data
- Evaluate big data solutions

2. Pre-adoption

A pre-big data analytics environment with a low awareness of big data's value

Milestones to achieve

- Gain executive buy-in/sponsorship
- Leverage a phased approach to tackle big data initiatives

How to get there

- Establish a business case for big data
- Build a cross-functional team

3. Early adoption

A nascent big data environment with an emerging team of users and analysts

Milestones to achieve

- Overcome data security concerns and fears
- Integrate with existing big data investments

How to get there

- Implement security strategies
- Develop data governance models

4. Corporate adoption

An emerging big data environment with a growing team of users, analysts, and data scientists

Milestones to achieve

- Extract value from unstructured data sources
- Understand the value of faster time to insight

How to get there

- Engage with big data cloud accelerators
- Implement data governance curation, validation, and retention

5. Mature/Visionary

A mature big data environment with a fully adopted big data analytics program

Milestones to achieve

- Better manage costs and understand decision-making capabilities

How to get there

- Establish an effective data governance model
- Implement predictive/machine learning solutions

Getting from one stage to the next with big data analytics consulting services

As you move through the five stages, you gain more value from your investment in big data analytics. You can successfully reach analytics maturity by employing the right consulting services.

- Learn more about Micro Focus Big Data Analytics Services
- Get additional information about business consulting services

Cross the chasm leading to corporate-wide big data adoption.

Engage with us

Micro Focus Professional Services

Visit us at www.microfocus.com/contact-us